Partners and Supporters

ABOUT INSOMNIA EGYPT
Insomnia is the UK’s biggest gaming festival, consisting of a wide range of gaming focused
zones, having run for two decades and over 60 editions. In 2018, Insomnia took place in Cairo,
Egypt for the very first time. It was officially the first and biggest event of its kind in the region.
After the success of the previous editions (2018 and 2019), the event was postponed due to
the pandemic, but 2022 marked the biggest gaming festival in Egypt’s return!
Insomnia Egypt 2022 featured a variety of gaming industry giants, renowned hardware
manufacturers, indie developers and local retailers who activated a range of products and
content across the three days.
This year’s edition of Insomnia Egypt saw the largest prize pool in a gaming festival in Egypt,
over EGP 1,500,000, and 21,000+ attendees over three days!
Insomnia Egypt 2022 is organised by BME.

BME is a full service brand experience agency. We connect you with consumers through
amazing experiences. We deliver end to end solutions that leverage our industry expertise,
consumer insight and executional excellence.
We are experts, leaders, and fans of the gaming segment.
From fully digital to live and in person, we connect you to consumers through ideas,
campaigns, and platforms that drive growth and engagement.

INSOMNIA EGYPT 2022
FACTS AND FIGURES
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21,000+

Attendees

days
10,000m2
exhibition
hall

90

participating
companies

15

Combined
prize pool

Esports
Tournaments

EGP 1,500,000+

The biggest Cosplay competition in
Egypt with prize pool of

EGP 100,000

Insomnia Egypt Zones
Sponsored
by

Battle Royale Zone

Games: Apex Legends,
Fortnite, and more!
PRIZE POOL EGP 90,000
Platform: PC-PS4

WE sponsored the Battle Royale zone bringing the loyal Fortnite players and the
growing Apex Legends community together for 3 days of competitions, prizes and
giveaways, elevating the Battle Royale experience for the players.

Games: Just Dance, Fall Guys, Far Cry, Assassin’s
Creed, GTA, Forza Horizon and more!

WE Stand

PRIZE POOL EGP 33,000 (Giveaways)
Platform: PC, PS4, PS5, Nintendo Switch and Mobile.

WE providing gamers of all ages a chance to participate in fun challenges, try the new
games first hand on next gen consoles and win different prizes and giveaways.
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Insomnia Egypt Zones
Magic Planet Arcade
Magic Planet added a retro vibe to Insomnia Egypt Gaming Festival with various arcade
machines for everyone to enjoy. Kids who never tried arcade games before got the
chance to have a completely different experience, and older audiences had the chance
to relive their childhood memories.

FootGenix

Insomnia Egypt attendees got the chance to experience the latest trends and methods
that professional football players use on daily basis. Gamifying their exercise to
elevate enjoyment and reach next generations, and motivating them to improve their
physical as well as their mental skills.
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Insomnia Egypt Zones
Esports

The widest selection of games and the largest prize pool ever seen in Egypt.
Games: PUBGM Pro tournament,
Solo Competitive and Solo
Entertainment
PRIZE POOL: EGP 125,000
Platform: Mobile
Coca Cola featured the PUBG Mobile tournament between Esports giants from all
across the MENA region such as Geekay Esports, also providing casual players with a
chance to play on a competitive level or participate in fun challenges such as Melee
only, Vehicles Showdown and more!
Sponsored
by

PUBG Mobile Zone

Sponsored
by

Flamin’ Hot Zone

Games: FIFA, Rocket League and
Call of Duty: Warzone
PRIZE POOL: EGP 200,000
Platform: PS4, PS5 and PC

Doritos hosted the biggest FIFA and Call of Duty: Warzone tournaments and the
release of their new Flamin Hot flavour at Insomnia Egypt and providing the gaming
community with a unique mix of gaming competitions, entertainment and most
importantly, snacks!
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Insomnia Egypt Zones
Insomnia Egypt League
of Legends Cup

Sponsored
by

Games: League of Legends.
PRIZE POOL: EGP 250,000
Winner: Geekay Esports
Platform: PC

Intel sponsored one of the biggest League of Legends tournaments allowing the
best talents in the region to team up with the top teams in the region to create an
unforgettable, online and offline tournament!

Insomnia Egypt
VALORANT Cup

Games: Valorant.
PRIZE POOL: EGP 250,000
Winner: TEAM RA’AD
Platform: PC
Insomnia Egypt held one of the biggest VALORANT tournaments in Egypt and the
MENA region. Top teams from all around the MENA region came together for an epic
three days of competition.
Sponsored
by
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Insomnia Egypt Zones
Infinix Cup

Sponsored
by

Games: Call of Duty Mobile
PRIZE POOL: EGP 30,000
Platform: Mobile
Infinix Mobile took mobile gaming to another level with a Call of Duty: Mobile
tournament and a chance for the participants to compete against their favorite
influencers and win various prizes.

Tekken

Sponsored
by

Games: Teken.
PRIZE POOL: EGP 40,000
Platform: PS4 and PS5

BTechX booth witnessed some of the most epic Tekken fights with the players giving it
their all to win a wide variety of prizes.
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zones
1- VR ZONE:
An immersive gaming experience on all levels,
providing gamers with latest games and trends in the
virtual reality gaming scene

2- ADRENALINE ZONE:

Paintball shooting range, testing gamers’ real life aim
and steadiness!

3- GRIP N’ CLIMB ZONE:

4- ARCADE ZONE:

Place full of adventure, and is both safe and fun!
Suitable for all ages and levels of fitness, making it the
perfect challenge for both children and adults.

The latest arcade games, providing a wholesome
family experience for all attendees.

5- CHILL ZONE:

6- PLACEBO ZONE:

Family chill zone sponsored by TRUX, providing
relaxing time with delicious food and drinks by
different restaurants featured at Insomnia Egypt.

Placebo is the first role playing escape rooms
experience in the world! The experience is a mix
between role playing games and escape room
concepts where players impersonate characters from
associated rooms.

7- HYPERX STREAMING STUDIO:

8- FOOTGENIX:

Gamers got the chance to experience the concept of
being a full time streamer with the latest streaming
studio provided by HyperX

The latest football technologies and the newest
training methods used by international, professional
football players!

9- IBS PAVILLION:

10- INFINIX ZONE:
Different activities hosted by Infinix that ranged from
professional CoD: Mobile tournament to a meet and
greet with Khaled Jwad and more!

Attendees got to experience the next-gen consoles
and a racing simulator using the latest immersive
technologies at IBS pavilion; who also hosted a
casual tournament for attendees to compete with
professional Esports players.

11- INTEL ZONE:
Intel pavilion had over six distributors to show off
the latest technologies in PC gaming with a chance to
try the newest games on high-end PCs with different
offers and giveaways to upgrade your current build.

Attendees got the opportunity to play games, meet
their favourite celebrity and win tons of giveaways
such as Infinix mobiles!

12- ALIENWARE:

Dedicated to gaming computers which can be
identified by their alien-themed designs, they
showcased their latest products with a chance to
experience them first hand.
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zones
13- COOLER MASTER:

14- ANGHAMI:

Are you a PC building enthusiast? Do you know every
detail of what goes in your case? Cooler Master hosted
different quizzes and competitions that revolved
around building your PC and components - attendees
got the chance to win high end giveaways and a better
idea of how PC building is.

Because every memory needs the perfect song to
go with it, Anghami made it possible to capture
those Insomnia Egypt 2022 memories by having a
photobooth, perfect playlists for the event and more.

15- NILCO ZONE:

16- 2OOL AMEME:

Perfect gatherings need the perfect board game, that’s
why Nilco showcased their latest games and with a
chance to play and win different prizes and games for
your next big party.

2ool Ameme is currently Egypt's hottest up and
upcoming gaming startup revolutionising Egypt's
board/card game industry with games that are
tailored to fit our Egyptian culture, they provided the
attendees with endless entertainment on and off the
main stage.

17- CARRY1ST:

18- MEET AND GREET:

Showcased the latest mobile games for all ages, with a
chance to try them yourself and win giveaways, prizes
and more.

An area to meet with your favourite Youtubers,
influencers, cosplayers and more!

19- MSI:

20- BTECH:

MSI hosted a 1v1 VALORANT tournament which the
attendees participated in, winning various prizes and
giveaways.

Showcased the latest technology in the entertainment
industry and hosted the Mortal Kombat tournament
as well as other various casual games.

21- REDDRAGON:

22- ESPORTS TEAMS ACTIVATIONS
QLASH AND RAAD:

The well-known hardware manufacturer was present
at Insomnia Egypt 2022, showcasing their new range
of products, and giving away valuable prizes.
23- SAMSUNG ZONE:

Attendees got the chance to meet their favourite
teams and win merch such as jerseys, caps and more.

Insomnia Egypt attendees got the chance to
experience world class performance with Samsung's
Gaming Monitors and catch every detail with
Samsung's curved wide screen. Samsung Egypt
provided +100 monitors for our attendees to test and
experience.
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Esports

THE WIDEST
selection of games and
THE LARGEST
PRIZE POOL
ever seen in Egypt.

- Insomnia Egypt League of Legends Cup
Prize pool: EGP 250,000.

Sponsored by

- Insomnia Egypt VALORANT Cup Prize pool: EGP 250,000.
- Fortnite: EGP 60,000 (Giveaways).
- League of Legends - Wild Rift: EGP 50,000.
- Apex Legends: EGP 30,000.
Sponsored by
- Clash Royale: EGP 21,000.
- Casual Games: EGP 33,000 (Vouchers).
- Cosplay: EGP 100.000.
- FIFA: EGP 120,000.
- Call of Duty - Warzone: EGP 60,000.
- Rocket League: EGP 21,000.

Sponsored by

- PUBGM: EGP 125,000.

Sponsored by

- Call of Duty - Mobile: EGP 30,000.

Sponsored by

- Rainbow 6 Siege: EGP 30,000.

Sponsored by

- Tekken: EGP 40,000.

Sponsored by

- Brawlhalla: EGP 30,000.
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Cosplay Masquerade
Egypt witnessed the biggest cosplay competition
at Insomnia Egypt, enabled by WE.
with the largest prize pool of EGP 100,000!
With over 35 of the geekiest and most dedicated cosplayers and an international
judging panel, Insomnia Egypt saw some iconic cosplays and most importantly the
cosplay community in Egypt come together to deliver a mesmerising show!
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Insomnia Egypt Stars
Local and International Youtubers, Tiktokers and an array
of influencers on various platforms were present across the
three days to host tournaments and meet with fans!

ADHAM

ALI EDWY

BESHR

BUGZA

EG DIVA

ESMAILZ

GODFATHER
ALARAB

ISLAM FAWZY

MARWAN REHAN

MARWAN SERRY

MORGAN

MKAMELGG

PARALYZE

SMOOTH

TUXEDO

YEHIA RADWAN

MOSTAFA EL FEKI

KARAMANY

MOMO GAMER

7ABASHI MASR

TEKO

AHMED STORM

WARBEAST

ABDO2XD

ALMOLLA

NSOO7Y

EL TWINS

ADEL SAMI

DATTURA

MOKEY

BARAA

BAZOOKA

KHALED JAWAD
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demographics

Gender

Age Group

Purchase
sourcse

21,000+ Visitors over 3 Days.
97% Attendance Satisfaction.
95% Would come to the next edition of Insomnia Egypt.
91% Said there was a great variety of games and activities.
71% Bought games / products from vendors and retailers at
Insomnia Egypt.
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Attendee testimonials

"Mission passed, respect +1
It was really fun and the
participants were really nice,
thank you for everything!
Really excited for the next
one!"

"Thank you to everyone who
recognized me today, the
festival was really cool and
the attendees were really
cool!"
Nelly Ahmed

Cristian De Pasquale

"Today was a really good
day and I had a wonderful
experience! I would
highly recommend this to
anyone wanting to have an
unforgettable experience!"
Wadaa

"We need it on a monthly
basis, not yearly!"
Ahmed Hassan

"Honestly. It was the best
gaming event ever attended
in my entire life!"
Sohail S. Mohamed
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Client's Feedback

We are glad we joined Insomnia Egypt, as it was a good passage to reach out and interact
directly with our fans/followers and even attract new ones. It's also great to see the gaming
industry community expanding and getting more hype in Egypt through local esports teams
competitions, tournaments, cosplayers, influencers, all packed in one place at Insomnia Egypt
Gaming Festival.
Yassin Magdy / North Africa Channel Manager

Inspiring the Passion...Passing the Power...Playing the Future! Everyone at KorAddiction
Sports & Entertainment, FOOTGENiX, is pleased to have participated in this year's edition of
Insomnia Egypt Gaming Festival. An all round great event that speaks the language of new
generations. We were more than pleased with the engagement of attendees which emphasizes
our vision of bridging that gap between E-Gaming and Physical Exercise. The event was very
well organized and only assures us that future editions will only exceed this edition's success.
From everyone at korAddiction Sports & Entertainment - Thank you for the opportunity and
see you next year.
Amr Rabie / Chief Executive Officer

Definetly Egypt's gaming event of the year; it was a great pleasure to be part of the experience!
Already looking forward to Insomnia Egypt 2023.
Saif Abdelfattah / Game Developer

"It was great partnering up with Insomnia Egypt on its 2022 edition and being present with our
laptops' lineup between the gaming community in Egypt, which MSI supports and puts as its
main target audience. I am looking forward to next year's edition."
Youssef Reda / Marketing, Notebook Department

Big thanks to BME, the organizers of Insomnia Egypt Gaming festival, for giving us the chance
for the second time to showcase our game "Wizardo" there as a game studio. It was a great
experience for us to meet with other indie developers, gamers and youtubers to give us
feedback for our game. The event was well organized and we hope it will be held again to show
the world that there is a gaming industry in Egypt
Mostafa / Game Developer / Wizardo
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Participating Companies
1. 2B
2. 2ool Ameme
3. 5dVR
4. 72 Sandwiches
5. Adrenalin
6. Alienware/Dell Gaming
7. Anghami
8. Astore
9. Astro Game
10. Audio Technology
11. Awfarlak
12. Batates & Zalabya
13. Bazinga Toys
14. Bean2go
15. Benq
16. BME Store
17. Breadfast
18. Btech X
19. Carry1St
20. CG Eagle Team
21. Coca-Cola
22. Compuscience
23. Cook Door
24. CoolerMaster
25. Dark Space
26. Di tri
27. Doritos
28. Dream2000
29. EastAsia
30. ECC

31. Egypt Manga Store
32. Egypt laptop
33. Ehab Group
34. El Essawi Group
35. Fitnot
36. Free ember
37. Gamers Colony
38. Gigabyte
39. Good To Go
40. Grip N' Climb
41. Hankers
42. Hola Tacos
43. HyperX
44. IBS
45. Infinix
46. Intel
47. Istation
48. Jumia
49. Kiwe
50. KorAddiction / Footgenix
51. Magic Planet
52. Mince
53. Mini 4WD
54. MSI
55. MTD
56. Nahdet Misr
57. Nashin Game
58. New Static
59. Nilco International
60. Noon

61. Odelay Ent.
62. Ozirion
63. PG Soft Games
64. Pizza Station
65. Placebo
66. Planet X
67. Play N Trade
68. Psychoravens
69. Qlash
70. Quality
71. Quicksand
72. RA'AD
73. Rabbit Store
74. Red Dragon
75. Samsung
76. Select
77. Smart Vision VR
78. Soreal ME & NA/Good France
79. Summoner Tale
80. TE-Store
81. Technology Valley
82. TomVR
83. Trux
84. Ubisoft
85. valU
86. WE
87. Wizardo
88. XPlay
89. XPRS

Media & radio Partners
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MARKETING
Combining traditional and online marketing we partnered with all relevant
organisations and influencers during the campaign to maximise awareness.

•
•
•

•

Insomnia Egypt was featured on
prominent TV shows on channels such
as CBC.
Insomnia Egypt marketing campaign
on public transportation buses to bring
gaming closer to reality.
Media Partners featuring TV Coverage,
radio adverts, online articles, social
media support and live coverage - CBC
TV, Radio Hits 88.2, The Glocal, Scoop
Empire, FilGoal, Games Mix, Cairo
Nights, Akhbarak, Al Madar, Talent
Media and more!.
We worked with our ticketing partner
Virgin to leverage their influence and
reach with in store branding, online
campaigns, activations, ticket giveaways,
etc.

•

•
•
•
•

Insomnia Egypt 2022 was enabled by
WE Telecom, one of the largest telecom
providers in Egypt, promoting Insomnia
Egypt through their social media
platforms.
Various celebrities, Youtubers, Tiktokers
and other influencers spread the
word to their fanbase with a variety of
discount codes and online campaigns.
Press releases sent to local and
international newspapers and media
outlets.
Extensive paid and organic campaigns
on social media (Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, Tiktok and more).
Affiliate marketing with all sponsors and
key partners in the industry.

SOCIAL MEDIA COVERAGE
60,000,000+

5,000,000+

TOTAL IMPRESSIONS

TOTAL ENGAGEMENT

40,000,000

204%

OWNED IMPRESSIONS

GROWTH RATE

20,000,000

EARNED IMPRESSIONS
(MEDIA & INFLUENCERS)
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MARKETING
Insomnia Egypt marketing campaign on public transportation buses to
bring gaming closer to reality
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STAY TUNED FOR THE
NEXT EDITION!
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